Lawsuit delays delivery

**Expect bond buyers to back out**

**ExtraVieit defense for U.S. elections**

**Happiness reunion for American POWs**

**In the news**

**Drug war**

**IRA threat**

**Military**

**Oil imports**

**Humid!**

---

**LONDON** (AP) - Britain's Lord Monday set to deliver a speech that will call for increased military spending and a stronger Europe. The speech is expected to play a key role in reshaping the political landscape. **President George H.W. Bush** is scheduled to address the gathering this evening.

**Segregation**

**WASHINGTON** (AP) - The Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibited discrimination in public accommodations and employment, is facing renewed calls for reform. The act has been a cornerstone of American civil rights law, but its effectiveness has been questioned in recent years. **President Donald Trump** is expected to announce plans to strengthen the act during a press conference later this week.

**Vikos lose**

**MINNEAPOLIS** (AP) - The last U.S. combat troops to leave Vietnam were withdrawn from the region on Thursday, marking the end of the American military presence. **President Richard Nixon** announced the withdrawal during a televised speech from the White House.

**Representation**

**WASHINGTON** (AP) - The United States and China are expected to begin high-level talks on trade and economic issues later today. **Secretary of State Colin Powell** is scheduled to meet with his Chinese counterpart, **Li Peng**, to discuss a range of issues, including North Korea.

**No cuts**

**Washington** (AP) - The U.S. military is set to receive a modest increase in funding for fiscal year 2019. **Defense Secretary Ash Carter** said the budget will help the Pentagon modernize its forces and invest in new technology.

---

**IRA threat**

**BELFAST** (AP) - A group of republican activists have announced plans to hold a protest march in support of the imprisoned republican leader, **Michael Stone**.

---

**Military**

**WASHINGTON** (AP) - President Bush announced plans to increase military spending by $10 billion over the next fiscal year. The move is expected to be met with mixed reactions from Congress and the public.

---

**Oil imports**

**WASHINGTON** (AP) - A new oil pipeline is set to begin operations later this year, providing a significant boost to U.S. energy security. **Energy Secretary Al Gore** said the pipeline will help reduce America's dependence on foreign oil.

---

**Humid!**

**New York** (AP) - The city is facing a heat wave later this week, with temperatures expected to reach the mid-90s. **Mayor Rudolph Giuliani** announced plans to increase the number of public cooling centers to help residents cope with the heat.

---

**Drug war**

**WASHINGTON** (AP) - The federal government is set to announce new measures to combat the opioid crisis later this week. **Attorney General John Ashcroft** said the new initiatives will focus on prevention, treatment, and punishment.

---

**In the news**

**Washington** (AP) - A major new study has found that climate change is already having a significant impact on the world's most vulnerable populations. **Climate scientist James Hansen** said the findings highlight the urgent need for action to address the global crisis.
ISPIRG fee question: how should it be paid?

By JIM ANDERSON

A member of the Student Public Interest Research Group (SPURG), says that there is no conflict between his group and the Corporation, the student body, or the University, but he is not sure what the final decision will be.

The Corporation (which will be the final step in the decision-making process) will discuss the issue at a meeting on April 12th.

Uganda wins battle against insurgents

Uganda's Harerwe soldiers, led by Colonel Amin, have captured three towns and pushed back the rebel forces in the eastern part of the country.

The town of Lira was recaptured on April 3rd, and the Ugandan soldiers have reportedly captured three more towns since then.

Blood shortage critical; U Hospital needs donors

By LONNIE WHITE

The University Hospital Blood Bank needs blood donors desperately, according to Robert Simmons, associate director of U Hospital's Blood Bank.

This need is based on a shortage that has recently developed at the hospital, according to Simmons.

An emergency Friday that the hospital has had to consider suspending services, because of the blood shortage. Blood is a very important part of the hospital's services.

The hospital also needs blood for transplant to patients and other patients, as well as for patients with cancer and other diseases.

The average patient who requires a transfusion needs from three to four pints, according to Simmons. However, the hospital's goal is to make the blood available to as many patients as possible.

Flood damage

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) - Last week's flood damage reached $65 million, according to Iowa officials.

A flood of water that swept through the state last week has caused widespread damage, according to Iowa officials.

The floodwaters have caused widespread damage, according to Iowa officials.
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Among the items to be discussed when the Iowa City Council meets at 7 p.m. today will be a public hearing on the rezoning of a portion of Clinton Street.

The hearing centers on a plan to use Clinton Street from Washington Street to Burlington Street as the location for modular units for public housing built by urban renewal development.

The Daily Iowan reported Monday that several of the 30 architectural firms were deadline for the public hearing.

According to the plan, the land would be rezoned from commercial to an R-2 private housing district.

Also on the council's agenda today is a report from City Hall. Jay Johnston, supervisor of planning and code enforcement, said the change in the form of city government.

Franzenburg speaks out here

By STEVE BAKER

Democratic gubernatorial candidate Paul Franzenburg took his campaign to the streets of downtown Des Moines on Friday, seeking support for his political views.

Franzenburg, who currently serves as the chairman of the Iowa Democratic Party, said he is running for governor in order to promote a tax revolt.

He continued, "I'm running for governor, not only because I want to change the way things are done in Iowa, but also because I want to change the way things are done in the United States."

Franzenburg said that he supports lowering the state income tax rate, increasing the sales tax, and eliminating property taxes.

"I believe that the current tax system is unfair and unjust," he said. "I want to make sure that every Iowan is treated fairly, no matter what their income level is."

Franzenburg added that he is opposed to the war in Vietnam.

"I believe that the war in Vietnam is a mistake," he said. "I want to end the war, and to bring the troops home as soon as possible."

Franzenburg spoke at a rally in downtown Des Moines, where he was joined by his running mate, John Tippett.

"We need a new leader in the state of Iowa," Franzenburg said. "We need a leader who is willing to stand up for the people of Iowa, and who is willing to make the tough decisions that need to be made."

Franzenburg concluded his speech by calling on the people of Iowa to vote for change.

"I want to end the war in Vietnam, and to lower the state income tax rate," he said. "I want to make sure that every Iowan is treated fairly, and that we have a strong voice in the United States."

"I want to be the leader that Iowa needs," he continued. "I want to be the leader that Iowa deserves."
Is boycotting lettuce such a good idea?

Caroline Forell

The effort to boycott lettuce has been before the public for far longer than many of us can remember. People have been purchasing certain brands of lettuce under the impression that they are boycott-certified, but the truth is that only a small percentage of the total lettuce production is actually involved in the boycott. It is simply a marketing ploy used by the lettuce industry to prevent it from altering its product line.

In the past, many people have boycotted certain brands of lettuce on the grounds that they were produced by companies that opposed the boycott. However, this is not necessarily true. Some companies have been forced to alter their product lines due to the boycott, while others have simply chosen to do so for their own reasons.

The boycott has had little impact on the overall production of lettuce, and it has not caused any significant changes in the market. In fact, the boycott has led to an increase in the price of lettuce, as companies try to recoup their losses.

It is important to remember that the boycott is not about the quality of the lettuce, but rather about the political issues that are being discussed. Many people have become disillusioned with the boycott as a form of protest, and they have turned to other methods of achieving their goals.

We should be concerned about the issue of inequality in the food industry, but the boycott is not the best way to address it. There are other, more effective ways to bring attention to the problems faced by farmers and workers in the lettuce industry.

To the Editor:

The tunnel vision is...
WASHINGTON AP — On the eve of the primary election, Democrat George McGovern, the leading Democratic candidate for President, made a legitimate heart attack.

The Senator from South Dakota, the Democratic candidate for President, was rushed to the hospital in Washington, D.C., where he was operated on for heart trouble.

He was admitted to the hospital about 11 a.m. and was operated on shortly after that.

The operation was a success, and he is expected to make a complete recovery.

 McGovern, who is in his 70s, has been a prominent figure in American politics for many years. He served as a U.S. Representative from South Dakota from 1947 to 1957 and as a U.S. Senator from South Dakota from 1957 to 1977.

He was a strong proponent of civil rights and a supporter of the Vietnam War. He was a member of the Democratic Party and was the party's nominee for President in 1972.

The operation came as a shock to many people, who had been following his career closely. He was a respected and well-liked figure in the Democratic Party, and his contribution to American politics will be long remembered.

The operation was successful, and he is expected to make a complete recovery. The Democratic Party is confident that he will be back on the campaign trail soon.

The operation was performed by a team of respected heart surgeons, who have extensive experience in performing this type of surgery.

The operation was successful, and he is expected to make a complete recovery. The Democratic Party is confident that he will be back on the campaign trail soon.
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The international language
Esperanto builds peace

BY HANKRUTA

Esperanto is an international language
with a special system of word building,
and better understanding.
That is why Esperanto was
proposed in the 1880s by Zamenhof,
a physician and linguist from Poland. He
believed that if languages were made
more uniform, the world would be
more peaceful. Zamenhof created the
special system of word building, in a
general structure similar to English.

He published a book that was
translated into over 110 languages
over Europe, starting the U.S.
with the First World War.
In 1886 an international
organization, the Esperanto
Association, was established to
publicize the language. The
North American Organization
for International Peace is
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Iowa Center for the Arts
Virgil M. Hancher Auditorium
Opens the 1973-74 Festival Season
The University of Iowa Orchestra,
Choirs and Chorus
Sept. 30, Oct. 2 8 p.m.
Program
Brahms—Academic Festival Overture, Opus 80
Wuorinen—Grand Bamboula (1971) for String Orchestra (World Premiere)
Mahler—Symphony No. 2 in C Minor E Flat Major (“Resurrection”)

No admission charge.
all tickets must be reserved.
Student tickets available Sept. 20
Non-Student tickets available Sept. 25

Box Office Hours
Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday.
Country star gets to handkerin' for a shingle at times.

By MICHAEL ROSS

Several years ago, Tex Ritter was a movie star. Today, he's a radio star. He's also a cattleman, a singer, a songwriter, a record producer, and a farmer. He's a real-life cowboy, and he's happy to be back on the ranch.

 tex ritter

The Cowboy Hall of Fame in Oklahoma City has honored many of the country's great singers, but no one has been more honored than Tex Ritter. He was inducted into the Hall of Fame in 1973, and he has been a member of the Country Music Hall of Fame since 1983.

 tex ritter

Tex Ritter was born in 1907 in a small town in Texas. He grew up on a ranch, and he learned to ride horses and shoot guns from a very early age. He started singing at a young age, and he was soon performing in local bars and saloons.

 tex ritter

Tex Ritter became a huge star in the 1940s and 1950s. He had hits like "On the Wings of a Dove," "I'm Walkin'," and "The Last Night." He also starred in many western movies, including "Jingle Jangle."

 tex ritter

Today, Tex Ritter continues to perform and record music. He's still a popular figure in the country music world, and he's known for his energetic stage presence and his love of the outdoors.

 tex ritter

Tex Ritter is a true country music legend. He's a man of many talents, and he's dedicated his life to entertaining his fans. He's a true American cowboy, and he's a true American hero.
Ball, ball!

Ohio State's Randy Keal (7) swats away a punt in the first quarter against Illinois. He was credited with four tackles.

Coach's Hawk awards go to Jackson, Rollins

By BOLIVAR DAVIS

Freshman linebacker Andre Jackson and junior end Brian Rollins were the first recipients of the Frank Lauterbur awards, which recognize the nation's top freshman and sophomore players.

The awards, given out each November during the football season, go to one player from each of the Big Ten Conference schools. The awards are given to players who have had outstanding performances this season.

Head Coach Frank Lauterbur has also instituted a pregame ceremony called the "Hawk" awards.

The awards are presented to players who have had outstanding performances this season.

Jackson, the unheralded sophomore, is a key component of the Hawks' defense.

Rollins, the unheralded junior, has developed into one of the Big Ten's best linemen.


tennis & golf
tournaments set

The Division of Intercollegiate Sports announced Wednesday that all events for the women's tennis tourney are to be moved to the University of Illinois at 2 p.m., Wednesday, September 30.

Entrance is the idiosyncrasy of golf for men and women is feeble, Friday, September 29, at the aerobics office. It is also required that all competitors pay their green fees, which will feature prizes and fees for the tournament. Saturday, September 29.

In intramural golf Monday, Dave Wilson scored the winning match in overtime for the Hawks.
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Advance Tickets $3.00
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CAMBUS WILL BE RUNNING AT REGULARLY SCHEDULED INTERVALS BEFORE & AFTER THE CONCERT
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IOWA HAWKEYES
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In intramural golf Monday, Dave Wilson scored the winning match in overtime for the Hawks.
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DAILY IOWAN WANT ADS

Antiques
Wanted for sale. Call for details.

Office Space
Offices for sale. For info, call Mr. G. 338-1171.

Lost and Found
Signature furnished. Phone: 351-5687. Light tan, liberal reserve. Unknown owner.

Help Wanted
Interviewers wanted for sap. Call 351-5687.

Christmas reservations should be made now! Call 351-5687.

Garage-Parking
Wanted—Car to rent. Call 351-5687.

Business Opportunities
Phone 351-5687 for information on employment.

DYNACO WANTED — Sitter weekends.

To ll0 casselle pet plus.

Pocket Range 2092.

Belts Buckles.

MARVEL. 116 Muscatine Ave.

Married couples. Excellent condition. Best offer.

 specialize修理

For Sale

SLOANE country kitchens.

By doug all lighting. Open Mon. thru Fri. 9-5.

Refrigerator. Phone 351-5687.

116x1404. furniture. 8

Phone 351-5687.
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I guess I was born happy...

The merry man: Bucs' Manny

By DAILY IOWAN
Sports Editor

CHICAGO—Behold the Scorpions and if you look closely you'll see
dust and barking to his face mask. Manny says of his game quick as breathing and it-
can laugh 'bout it now. "I

would have to say that I'm very quiet," said Manny. "The only time I

laugh is when I'm watching a baseball game."

The merry man: Bucs' Manny

His face mask, his leopard speed would move in calliope fashion. He

didn't know how to shift my gear and in the middle of a big strike, he

took at me and said, "You

steal on me in Chicago, some of the Pirates were falling asleep. In the
earby grass, I could laugh. There was a commotion outside and I

hopped down to tell Manny. To this, Manny says, "I

had a happy time," Manny

called. "The happy
time is when I'm watching a base-

ball game."

The merry man: Bucs' Manny

Tom Saffel, the top baseball

editor, says runners who try to steal on Manny in the early going take
disadvantage of Manny in the big leagues. "I

would have to say that I'm very quiet," said Manny. "The only time I

laugh is when I'm watching a

baseball game."
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